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Opus Door Care & Maintenance
The advanced paint & lacquering process used to finish our new Opus doors 
guarantees a perfect & consistent finish on every door. The finished surface 
requires some careful steps when cleaning to ensure your doors continue to 
look as impressive as the day they were fitted. The new colour matched touch-
up kits ensure your doors stay looking their best too.

Dusting
The best method is surprisingly straightforward: using a micro fibre cloth or 
duster, simply wipe your painted furniture clean. Not only does this keep the 
colour looking fresh and new, it also prevents dirt and dust from collecting on 
the surface. We also recommend undertaking this process before embarking 
on any of the cleaning methods detailed below to help avoid dirt and dust 
scratching the surface.

Regular Cleaning
Minor stains and lightly soiled areas are easily cleaned: mix a small amount 
of washing up liquid or soap (we recommend using a detergent denoted as 
‘mild’ or ‘kind to hands’ as this will be more PH neutral) with warm water. Using 
a clean damp cloth, wipe your painted doors, ensuring you take extra care 
with any particularly dirty areas. Once it has been cleaned, rinse the item with 
fresh, clean water to remove any chemicals or soap residue that may be left. 
Immediately dry with a micro fibre cloth to prevent liquid resting on the surface 
and causing staining or other damage.

Micro Fibre Cleaning Cloths
Our high quality, odour free and highly absobent micro 
fibre cloths guarantee a streak free and lint free finish 
when cleaning your Avanti doors. Their embedded silver 
nitrate qualities are specially suited for bathroom and 
kitchen cleaning due to their bacteria-killing properties.

Opus Door Touch-Up & Repair Kits
The Care & Maintenance Kit is available for repairing minor scuffs, scratches or 
accidental damage to the surface that might occur after installation.

Chip Marks
Remove any loose particles and apply the softwax to the affected area. Remove 
surplus using the soft wax applicator. Use the cotton cloth to reduce any 
difference in sheen level

Scuff Marks
Shake the touch up pen vigorously prior to use. Remove the cap and press the 
tip down to start the paint to flow. Continue to press until the paint is visible 
on the tip of the pen. Apply paint to scuff marks and leave paint to dry for 10 
minutes

Code Touch-Up Kit Colour

98179 High Gloss Cashmere

10436 High Gloss Dust Grey

90553 High Gloss Graphite Grey

99500 High Gloss Light Grey

04226 High Gloss White

24220 Super Matt Angora Grey

56193 Super Matt Dust Grey

19295 Super Matt Indigo Blue

59986 Super Matt Light Grey

84833 Super Matt Monument Grey

Code Product

68379 Micro Fibre Cleaning Cloths - Pack Of Three
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